Quantum Spring Water
→Divinely Alive Water right from your home taps!
- Accomplishment of the „New Applied Quantum Physics“, since 2012 „This Water has an
immensly strong heart
quality. Just wonderful!“
Birgit Schremser
Medial Healer, Germany

2 WEEKS FREE TESTING!
Beneficial for Body, Mind, Emotions and Spirit
Empowering - Revitalizing – Cleansing
Very High Energy Levels

User´s Feedback:
Andrea Fraunberger, Essenbach (GER)
Hello dear,
really cool. MUUUUUCH less whitewash stains (calcium)! One could guess, that Bavaria has its own chalc (calcium)
factory to supply the tap water systems... :-)
Laundry much much softer – without fabric softener! Kitchen Gadgets, Sink, Shower stay clean! Personally, the water
benefits my body really very much!
In short: i am thrilled!

Martin Rochell, Engineer, Berlin
For me water is LIFE – and therefore i am really fascinated about the QSW (Quantum Spring Water), as on my many
journeys I have visited many far out springs, even so called sacred ones. When drinking water from such a spring,
instantly i have felt this vitalizing, refreshing energy flowing through me.
And this is flowing now at my home – from my kitchen tap!! Each time i enter the kitchen i feel this field of energy and am
really happy. Now, 3 months later, its as strong as before.

Nina Troescher, Bad Sauerbrunn (AUT)
The first noticeable effect: the water is tasting much softer and „rounder“.
If one has a good body contact, due to the high frequency one can suffer a bit from nausea and dizziness at first.
The brilliant thing is, that its possible to communicate with the QSW and adapt to the frequencies – just by thought, or by
symbols or other techniques.
Over time the stubborn whitewash gets removed from the tap or water cooker. Medium term wise its just unbelievable
how plants in- and outdoor react to this! They grow marvellous and deep green! Vegetables grow like weed! Never ever
i have seen such huge capsicum! :-D
A peach tree infected with fungus recovered in no time!
I am very happy about this purchase!

Bernhard Graf, Medical Doctor, Arzberg (GER):
I experience the QSW soothingly soft and fresh in taste. Also, I have recommended it a few times already. I have a good
gut feeling about it and surely will stay tuned.
Its just fascinating whats possbile through the applied quantum physics.
Danke!

Sissi Dietrich, Petronell (AUT):
I already have noticed the changes after a few minutes of installation. The Taste is softer and fresher. My sink is from
stainless stell and always had whitewash stains. Now its shining. Before I had to clean with vinegar.
I have washed up my wooden staircase – shining like freshly painted – and the water was really dirty...

This water is unique! Showering is just marvellous. Coffee tastes better. And I save the money for maintaining the
extra hard-ware water softening system i have since many years. I feel more stress resistant and better after resting,
too! I dont wanna miss this water anymore! Besides of the benefitting effects it saves work and money and helps the
environment.
Lots of Thanks!

Birgit Schremser, Spiritual Healer, Vogelsberg (GER):
This water has an immensely strong heart quality. Wonderful!
Since i have got the QSW-Field on my kitchen tap, the sun rises each time i enter my kitchen.

Elena Annabella Brunner, Pachfurth (AUT), Astrologer and Healer
Unfortunately, we have quite chalky water and since long i was searching for a special way of water treatment, including
energizing AND molecular change of the whitewash, resulting in significant less attack of the pipes and devices of our
household water system.
After two weeks of testing the QSW we are totally thrilled.
In the first week, I had the immediate feeling of improvement of the taste. It tastes really clear and pure like fresh spring
water.
Just adding 30% of the QSW into our pool was really great – soft and soothening experience and the chlorine is no
problem on my skin anymore!
The whitewhash doesnt stain in our drinking glasses and water cooker! It can be wiped off easily.
My body automatically de-toxifies. I like to drink more water now, as I really love the taste and energy it gives to me!
My Healing Essences and Sprays are much more powerful, as well!
THANK YOU QSW!

Brigitte Mellmann, Warth (AUT)
Since I have the QSW I noticed, that my old dishwasher smells comfortably, even when I opened it only 2 full days after a
washing process! Before it smelled badly after a few hours of leaving it closed already.
My housemate, who doesnt know about the QSW-Installation as he regards things like this as nonsense, has a much
better mood. His depressive attitude has clearly changed!
Lots of thanks again for this great opportunity!
In the beginning, my body showed reactions like diarrhoea, as well as stinging and itching in different body parts.
After 10 days i had a few colics (cramps) in my intestines and therefore i deciced to not eat for 48 hours – just QSWater
and teas. Quickly relief set in and since then I just eat 1 rawfood meal a day. I am totally amazed, that its so easy for me.
Since some years I do healing fasts – but never it felt so easy!
I got the notion that the QSW is nourishing and strengthening me. I got all that i need – which was never before like that!
Soooo many heartfelt thanks!!
May my words be support for many other people!

Birgit Hildwein, Emmendingen (GER)
It´s fantastic – quite everthing in the experiences of other users is just the truth I sense!
Whitewash/chalk is softer as the water is softer. A beautiful heart energy and one can ask it to where and how it should
work in a specific way. Its really a wish water!
I really am happy about it and have given it to other people to check my own perception and make people curious.
The body takes it openly in and is happy – immediately, it is being build into, so to speak.
Amazed and in love i stand in front of my water tap and am happy, that this energy is in the whole pipe system, as well!
My mucous membrane are moistened much better!
It flows very energetic and brings into flow – everywhere.
We got a swimming pool indoor and its just unbelievable to swim in this water.... each time we add some new water, its
even more noticable! Gently and unspoiled, comfortable on the skin, smells great, wow!

Feedback from a friend (healing professional), who has tested the effect of substances on the body
with the help of her Rubimed device (psychosomatic energetics): the QSW has very postive effects
on the regeneration and renewal of the body cells, meaning very life promoting.

Please, I have some open questions:
1. How does the quantum field of the Quantum Spring Water look like?
How was it generated? Such a knowledge should be spread wide, shouldnt it? Would you teach me?
Answer from Anja & Stephan:
The Quantum field was developed from the late researcher of Applied Quantum Physics R.H. Carina (Munich) from 1996
till 2013. He had his own unique and ingenious quantum physical ways of communicating and working with „source“ in
order to create specific quantum fields which establish this amazing information technology up to a brilliant and stable
state. We knew him since 2012 – and never really understood how he made it – which is usual, when you deal with a
genius. He also developed other amazing unique Quantum Services (see bottom). At least we are able to apply it!
When he died in 2014, the QSW (Quantum Spring Water) -Field was quite perfect – and still is (usable for very effective
E-Smog elimination as well!)
It can be best imagined as a „cloud“ of information (similar to the modern IT clouds), which is stored physically into a
galaxy vortex. Altough far out there, its more than close, as on the quantum level space (and time) do not exist.
Yes, it should be spread. We are still working on concepts of how to accomplish that.
2. Is it possible, that such an „information sender“ is getting weaker?

We dont know – until now it gets only stronger, obviously.
3. By mechanical filtering of common systems, cut off clusters of water will appear?
Thats right. After short time we have given away our own reverse osmosis device.
The tap-Water with the QSW-Field just tastes and feels so much better to us.
4. What happens with the toxins and chalk/whitewash which is in the tap water?
Partially they are reduced (however this is achieved just through energy rais) respectively are not harming the body
anymore in the same way – as the energy levels in the water has changed so significantily.
5. Does the chalk/whitewash dissolve from the walls in the pipes of the water system?
Yes, as well as corrosion and other sedimentation will loosen and be cleaned of the inside of the pipes, which is very
much the same happening in the veins of our bodies.
6. How is your customer service? Do you confirm now and then, that the QSW-field is still stable?
And do you give a guarantee?
Yes, we check the fields, if the customer feels a change in water quality – which due to improved installation processes
with the copper ring does happen extremly rarely. The stability of the field we guarantee for 7 years – which will be
extended every year, as we know this quantum technology since 7 years ourselves only.
7. How does the QSW influence normal water when added in a certain amount?
It influences the „normal“ water due to its high energy levels and surplus of biophotons and changes it to the better.
For example: when a small bottle with QSW is carried along when out, it can be added to tea, coffee, beverages, soups
– in order to lift the energy of food and drinks significantily.
It is kind of „positively infectious“ .
8. what´s the difference between the QSW and pure spring water from nature?
The QSW has a significantly higher level in biophotons (good for all life) and much higher energy levels – up to 2 Million
Bovis-Units, which is a parameter used in the science of dowsing.

*********
Quantum-Spring-Water (QSW) has been developed by the late german Quantum Researcher
R.H. Carina from 1996 till 2013, which only in 2012 has been made accessible to everyone! Its
a pure conscious-energetic field, which can be „installed“ on every spot on this planet, be it
pipes or kitchen taps or even handheld devices like mobile phones, to harmonize radiation. If
normal tap water runs through this Quantum-Water-Field (QWF), it is
re-structured (harmonized clusters or liquid crystals) within the fraction of a second into living,
fresh, soft and nourishing Quantum Spring Water, measurable for example in significantly
increased so-called Bovis-Units (between 300.000 and 2 Million !) .
Similarily, as a magnet influences steel chips right away, the tap water physically and
molecularly is structured differently into clusters or liquid crystals und gains a very high
surplus on photons / bovis units.
This additional photons and energy give a high dose of life-energy to the body, mind and spirit
by drinking this water or bathing/showering in it.
The QSW acts very gently over days and weeks and doesnt force anything. After the nonphysical installation of the quantum-field on any water system, the effect is immediately there,
but develops stronger over time on humans, animals and plants.
The Test-installation can be made over great distances, e.g. country to country, as on the
quantum level time and space do not exist. So, we safe a lot of postal traffic, too! Future is now!
By the „Applied Quantum Physics“ changes of any water are being made without using physical
devices, mechanical filters or adding substances. Also, there is no interference involved like
„vortexing“ or other processes.
All changes result exclusively by the consciously created effects of the QSWQuantum-Field in accordance with Source-Matrix of the creation itself.

Authentically observed effect by ourselves and users:
Physical and bodily effects:

→ Tap water suddenly becomes as good (actually better) and soft as spring water, although the
same „ingredients“ are still in it, like chalk/calcium, etc. But for example calcium looses its sticky
structure, which is altered into a more spheric structure, so it doesnt stick to the water-pipe

systems or the blood vessels etc. any longer.
→ more energy for the day, increased joy and contentment.
→ increased detoxification of the body / better regulation of the metabolism (+ for the psyche and
mind!)
→ more harmonious body-organ functions, as better water incorporation supports the cells → SelfHealing is promoted naturally
→ Calcification / whitewash in the kitchen or bathroom softens up within a few days/weeks and can
often just be wiped away. No scrubbing or chemicals needed any longer.
→ Soap or detergents for the washingmachine / dishwasher can be reduced, as the water is softer.
→ Water based central- or floor-heating systems emanate a significantly more pleasant air,
energetically much more beneficial
→ if there is chlorine in the water system, the odor and taste can be reduced or even dissolved
completely by the Quantum Spring Water!

Reported Effects on the Emotions and Mind within a few weeks:

→ Lifting of Emotions towards Joy and drive for action, but calmness at the same time (esp. with
children)
→ Dissolution of emotional blockages and enhancement of self-healing powers and natural
development
→ more trust into life
→ promotes clarity and creative thoughts
→ Promotion of spiritual development towards liberated consciousness

Reported Effects in the Garden and Plants:
→
→
→
→
→

very strong and healthy growth
improvement of the taste and aroma of vegetables, herbs and fruits
significant reduction of pest like snails or bad fungus
Reduction of algeas in ponds and lakes, clearing up of water bodies
Pets love Quantum Spring Water very much as well

→ Furthermore, QSW is an instrument of the higher creator-spirit. It can pick up wishes and visualizations
of a person and realize them. For instance, if someone drinks it or takes a shower or bath in Quantum
Water, she/he can put any intent into the water, and creation will try to materialize it much stronger and
supports any pure and positive efforts!
Quantum Water is the carrier of thoughts, which are put purposefully into it. By this, we have a great tool
to change ourselves and the immediate world around us.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our Service / Installation-Process – 2 weeks for free:
All we need for the test installation is a photo of the kitchen tap. If you like the QSWater, we will proceed
with payment & copper ring shippment by which you have a stable quantum field for yourself to take
along on move or travels. The installation is done with special quantumphysical tools, Consciousness and
the QSW-Field connected to Source, and therefore doesn´t need our personal presence at the place of
installation. E.g. installation of the QW-Field at a water tower in India - from Germany. Effect was
immediately notable by the inhabitants of the house – the Future is NOW! :-)

Costs:
One Tap - without copper ring:
180€
copper ring for whole Flat or House:
450€
Individual solutions for Professional buildings/ seminar houses / factorys etc

We like it Very EASY!
Just send a picture of your Kitchen-Tap and
get your test-energy-field for free for 2 weeks!
If you love it, we will speak about „the (copper) ring“

Copper Ring
for permanent
and mobile usage

Contact and more information:
Stephan Martin Rädler & Anja Kreinest

Physiotherapeut, Heilpraktiker(in), Bielefeld:
Tel./whatsapp +49 (0)151 -1245 2062 s.raedler@yahoo.de
www.livinginhealth.de

www.anja-kreinest.de

befreite-beziehungen.com

